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Oct. 2010 - The Jewish Year of 5771 - coinciding
with Kingdom of Jerusalem Cycles in 2010/2011 - has
begun. That is when battles for the „Kingdom of Jerusalem‟ are expected to escalate and pave the way for dramatic events in 2017/2018 and the years that ensue.
2017/2018 (5778) is when a major new cycle will be ushered in along with a plethora of cycles related to Jerusalem
and its previous captivities & liberations,
The following are excerpts from the Oct. 2010 INSIIDE Track addressing related cycles as we approach
Nov. 2010 - the time projected for „flash-point battles‟ in
the Middle East… and „a new geopolitical reality‟.

If those cycles are fulfilled in 2010/2011, it would intensify the focus on 2017/2018 - when new
cycles are expected to usher in a decisive decade, stretching into 2027/2028. In the midst of that,
2021--2023 possesses a great deal of cycle synergy related to Middle East battles (see Jewish/Middle
East Heliocentric Years cycle published previously), to American wars and to Jerusalem Restructuring
Cycles - a combination of 25, 50 & 100-Year Cycles dating back hundreds of years that include
events in 1923, 1948 & 1973...

Outlook 2010 - 2011...
The Middle East in Focus
09-30-10 - There are some months when I might throw out too much analysis without adequately providing the thought process that led to them. As I reread the September 2010 INSIIDE Track, I suspected
that issue was one of those… at least part of it.
I am referring to the information in the opening pages (like this), which deals with cycles - in some
form - and often veers into rather esoteric topics. Even when the topics are routine, the approach to them
might not be. That is why I want to - and need to - elaborate on the compilation of cycles discussed on
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pages 2 & 3 of last month’s issue…

ginning of the cycle.

For that reason - and in consideration of the
momentous time that I think 2011 will usher in - I
want to step back and re-examine the bigger picture
and devote a little more time to the sequence of cycles and potential events that were addressed last
month…

Soon after, the ‘stuff’ really hits the fan. Look at
2007--2008 and view it through the context of my
„Axiom of Market Correlation‟ (page 15-16 of the
Tech Tip Reference Library)…

The Logic
Before even delving into the specific cycles
(from pages 2 & 3 of the September 2010 INSIIDE
Track), it is important to review the foundation of that
analysis. Here are a few critical basics:

 As goes the Middle East, so goes America.
This is not to imply that there is a direct correlation between every up or down in the Middle East.
On the contrary, I am trying to state the obvious.
America has made herself symbiotically dependent
on - and economically hypersensitive to - the growing
turmoil in the Middle East.
We don’t even have to import our oil from that
region for this to be true. A disruption of Middle East
oil flow would impact global oil prices… and then everything else. Consider the scenario that already
played out once (2006--2008) and is destined to unfold again…
Upheaval - or the threat of upheaval - in the Middle East drives the global price of oil higher. As a
result, the demand for a product like ethanol creates
a surge in the price of Corn and Sugar. This surge
convinces farmers to commit more acreage to Corn
and less to Soybeans, Wheat, Cotton or whatever
else they might grown.
As a result, a shortage - or anticipated shortage
(’futures’) - in all these other products occurs and
prices skyrocket… not only for retail consumers but
also for consumers like feedlot operators. As a result
of escalating feed prices, livestock prices skyrocket
AND herds are scaled back, due to the increasing
costs.
This creates another shortage and meat prices
escalate. In response to all of this price inflation,
speculators drive up the price of Gold & Silver while
suppressing the value of the Dollar. The deteriorating
Dollar increases the corresponding price of every
imported item under the sun. And that’s just the be-
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Crude prices had been moving up since 2001.
However, in September 2007 they broke out to the
upside (as did the CRB Index and many commodities), entering a parabolic phase.
The related inflation concerns - that had been
fueling the rise in equities, etc. - „crossed the Rubicon‟… hit the „point of critical mass‟… passed the
„point of no return‟. In other words, they went parabolic! At the same time, the Dollar broke to new 40year lows. How did equities respond?
11 days after this monthly breakout (the September 2007 monthly close), Stock Indices peaked
and began a 13--17 month bear market.
Later on, as Crude and commodity prices were
reaching a crescendo, Stock Indices were breaking
below the point of no return - in July--September
2008. The Indices then went negatively parabolic
and it was its own form of „crossing the Rubicon‟, with
commodities suddenly crashing back to Earth in response.
Banks and brokerages went belly-up. Home
foreclosures & unemployment soared. Whether or
not the problem (careless lending practices, mania in
real estate, stocks, etc.) was caused by oil and the
Middle East - which it was not - the trigger for the
collapse was directly related to oil.
And, in case no one has noticed, many commodities, Gold & Silver, Energy markets and some
Currencies are now at multi-year highs… with Gold at
all-time highs. The potential for a new parabolic rally
increases with each passing month…

 Middle East/Jerusalem Cycles Converge in 2010-2013, whether or not this discussion has religious
implications.
When I begin to talk about cycles surrounding
Israel and Jerusalem, it is easy to dismiss them out of
ignorance. The temptation is to accuse me of mixing
religion with research. However, this connection was
there for 3,000 years before I started discussing it.
It is similar to a Sun Tzu „Art of War‟ tactic of
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„knowing your enemy‟.
If there is a nuclear-armed, Israel-despising,
America-hating, inciteful Middle East leader who believes - and has openly proclaimed - that he exists to
usher in the appearance of the long-awaited, messianic 12th Imam (Mahdi) during a time of global tribulation, I will take him at his word.
He believes that is his calling (as well as „wiping
Israel off the map‟) and nothing anyone can do will
change that. It does not matter if his reasons are
100% religious and his target is an agnostic, the results will still be the same. And, I don’t hear any
Western leaders yelling that they cannot address this
threat because it would violate separation of church
and state.
When viewing the Middle East, it is impossible
to separate history from religion!

2011: Kingdom of Jerusalem Cycles
With that said, let’s hone this discussion a little.
Much of the religious discussion in the Middle East
focuses on Jerusalem. And any Middle East Peace
Accord is going to have to address this issue. So,
cycles that relate to Jerusalem are critical… even if
they have a religious tone.
For newer readers, I am going to review the
„Kingdom of Jerusalem Cycles‟ next month. In order
to lay the groundwork, however, it is important to recognize a few facts…
1. The term ‟Kingdom of Jerusalem‟ is NOT
something I came up with, but is rather the term
used during the Crusades and into the Middle
Ages. (The leader of Spain still claims the ancient title: „King of Jerusalem‟.)
2. Kingdom of Jerusalem Cycles converge in
2011 - 720 years (2 cycles of 360 degrees or
years) from the Fall of Acre in 1291. This battle
was the ultimate event in the fall of the Kingdom
of Jerusalem.
3. What was conquered by the sword - in 1258-1291 - might be conquered by the pen (the diplomatic pen) in 1978--2011. After all, the pen is
mightier than the sword.
What I mean is that Jerusalem could easily be
‘conquered’ in a different way, with another peace
treaty ceding control (perhaps to an international
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body). Unfortunately, I have to agree with Zechariah
- since his words have been proven out numerous
times over the past 2,500 years - that Jerusalem will
be a ‘burdensome stone’ for all that try to ‘move it’.
That is as much a historical conclusion as it is a religious one.
The Battle for the Kingdom of Jerusalem lasted
from 1258--1291. 720 years later, a new battle for
Jerusalem began with the Camp David Peace Accord
in 1978. The next ‘battle’ - or peace agreement could occur in 2011… a perfect parallel to the ancient
battles.

360 Degrees
I demonstrated before - and will do so again how a cycle of 360 years appears to be one of the
largest, historical cycles… and one that has been
precise in identifying major events related to Jews/
Israel/Jerusalem.
For instance, 1651 - 360 years after 1291 and
360 years before 2011 - was the culmination of one
of the darkest times for European Jews, when the
Chmielnicki Massacres of 1648--1651 took place. A
720-year/degree cycle also links the birth of Muhammad (571) to the Fall of Acre (1291) to next year
(2011). And, there is more.
What is most intriguing - and I will discuss this
more next month - is that an uncanny Middle East
War Cycle - closely linked to the 11-Year Sunspot
Cycle - comes into play in 2012. So, any Peace Accord might be short-lived. IT
[End of excerpt from Oct. 2010 INSIIDE Track.]
Oct. 2010 - To reiterate, Sept.--Nov. 2010
represents the expected transition in Major Middle
East cycles that is projected to pave the way for Jerusalem liberation cycles in 2017/2018 and a host of
momentous cycles in the decade that follows. May Sept. 2018 could be a dramatic period!
The Jewish Year of 5771, beginning in Sept.
2010, represents the convergence of multi-year, multi
-decade, multi-century and even multi-millennial cycles related to Israel & the Middle East and a likely
transition of power across the region. For many
years, turmoil has been projected for 2010/2011 when renewed Middle East battles and/or overthrows
are expected. That period has now arrived. IT
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10-28-2005 INSIIDE Track: “With regard to the Middle East, Israel and the plethora of 60-year cycles
coming into play in 2008 (5768), there is another for which current events are already aligning. And, again, it
is tied to CRITICAL, global-political-altering events from 1948.

1948 is when the largest oil field in the Middle East was discovered.
The discovery of the Ghawar Oil field in Saudi Arabia - still the largest field in the world and the one that
accounts for over half of Saudi Arabia‟s production - changed the structure and economics of the energy industry around the world. Over the ensuing years, it accounted for the growing US dependency on imported
oil... instead of the „home-drilled‟ variety. This momentous change has played into much of America‟s geopolitics since then. A full 60-year cycle from then is 2008.
It would not surprise me if 2008 (5768) is when the next - and possibly most - significant oil find will occur
in the Middle East - in Israel. Consider the possible ramifications if a viable field of oil were discovered in Israel. Now, take it one more step and imagine if it is discovered - or can be linked to - „disputed‟ geography in
Israel. Instead of the „shot heard round the world‟, it would be the „strike heard round the world‟…It would be
the symbolic nature of it (much less dependency on neighboring Arab nations and or Russian/‟-stan‟ nations
for energy needs) that would create an enormous backlash.”

Israel Discovers Gas!

January 18, 2009 - by Hillel Fendel Israelnationalnews.com
“The Houston-based Noble Energy company, drilling for Israel‟s Delek fuel company, announced that it
has discovered a huge deposit of natural gas under the Mediterranean Sea near Haifa. Infrastructures Minister Binyamin Ben-Eliezer (Labor) said that the find was of “historic proportions,” and that it could change the
face of Israel‟s economy.
Eighty-seven billion cubic meters, or nearly 3.1 trillion cubic feet, of high-quality gas are estimated to be
in three deposits in the Tamar Drilling site, which is named for Delek owner Yitzchak Teshuva‟s granddaughter. Teshuva said that the find marks a “historic milestone and a great holiday for Israel,” and that he has no
doubt it will “supply Israel‟s energy needs for many decades to come.”

Israel Billionaire Tshuva Strikes Gas…

April 21, 2010 - Bloomberg.com
Isaac Tshuva uses sugar packets on a table in the lounge of his Leonardo City Tower Hotel in Tel Aviv to
mark the spots of three natural-gas fields off Israel...The Israeli billionaire, owner of New York‟s Plaza Hotel,
said his Delek Group Ltd. and partners including Houston-based Noble Energy Inc. are now homing in on
more deposits after last year announcing a record find in waters off Haifa, Bloomberg Businessweek reports in
its April 26 edition.
“The amounts we‟ve found are going to provide much of Israel‟s energy needs for the next two decades,”
said Tshuva...The find was “game-changing,”...Delek-controlled companies and partners led by Noble Energy
in January 2009 announced a find at the Tamar prospect that may hold 7.7 trillion cubic feet of gas (218 billion
cubic meters), according to a survey by Netherland, Sewell & Associates Inc. That‟s more than twice the annual output of Norway, the world‟s second-largest gas exporter. The partners have secured about $11 billion
in domestic gas commitments and expect output by 2012.
In 2005, I projected Israel to make a major oil strike in 2008. It actually occurred 17 days late, in January
2009. And, the discoveries keep coming. In 2005, that sounded like a ‘pie-in-the-sky’ projection. Now it is
being treated more like a ‘mud-in-your-eye’ reality for Israel’s neighbors (see Page 6). This is bound to be an
incendiary event in the coming years! As Israel gets closer to extracting this gas, listen for the war drums
nearby. It could be the trigger for the next parabolic move… in many markets! IT
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The Strike Heard Round the World - Part II
6/16/10 - Israel on the Road to Energy Autonomy; Russia Scraps Pipeline
The prospect of an energy independent Israel, thanks to newly-discovered offshore gas fields, has
forced Russia to scrap plans to extend a new gas pipeline that would include Israel. Russian Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin...rejected the suggestion that Russia was imposing sanctions against Israel.
Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan claimed that the extension to Israel was cancelled as
part of a general boycott of the Jewish State since the flotilla clash on May 31, when nine Turkish terror activists were killed after assaulting Israeli Navy commandos, who stopped the ship from continuing on its
route to Hamas-controlled Gaza...
Analysts for Israel‟s Clal finance investment house stated this week that Israelis have not yet internalized the significance of the discoveries...The fields may hold twice as much natural gas as in Britain.
“This has the potential to turn Israel into a key regional gas player, competing with the likes of Egypt,” Guil
Bashan, an analyst at IBI in Tel Aviv told Bloomberg Business News...“We have turned Israel into a great
energy power…” by Tzvi Ben Gedalyahu - israelnationalnews.com
7/04/10 - UN Warns of New War in North; Claims on Gas May Be Trigger
United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon has warned that violence may break out again between Hizbullah and Israel… One trigger for another war could be the huge natural gas fields that Israeli
firms have discovered off Israel‟s Mediterranean Coast… The gas fields off the coast the Haifa area are estimated to contain enough natural gas to supply Israel‟s needs for more than three decades and allow the
Jewish State to export gas, instead of having to import energy. by Tzvi Ben Gedalyahu - israelnationalnews.com
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